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Cosmo Test! 
• Your idol: My father. 
• The most mischief that you 

got into as a boy: Uffff! I got 
into so much mischief… one 
day I almost burnt down 
 the whole house.  

• The last time that 
 you really laughed 
hard: With my friend 
Perico. When you  
have chemistry with  
someone, just a  
glance is enough.  

• The last book that passed 
through your hands: The Art 
of Loving, by Erich Fromm.  

• A smell: rain in the country.  
• A color: yellow.  
• Your biggest temptation: jelly 

beans 

 
My motto 

“The best advice that they 
have given me: in the end 

everything will turn out okay, 
and if it does not turn out okay, 
then it must not be the end yet. 
I believe that with effort and 

enthusiasm everything is 
possible.” 

 

 IN DEPTH… you realize how small we are in 
such a big world. You also 
recognize that what you really 
miss is on the other side of the 
ocean, where your roots are. 
Two passions: cinema and 
music. What came first: the egg 
or the chicken? 
The cinema: a leading role in a 
dream movie in the year 1995, El 
Palomo Cojo, by Jaime de 
Armiñán. My work in music and 
dance was based on the musical 
series Un Paso Adelante. 
Will we see you on stage again?  
It is not in my plans, but whenever 
I say this the music comes back to 
me. When the series was over, I 
exchanged concerts for the  

theater. I thought that music was 
already a thing of the past, but 
that wasn’t the case. A solo 
record in Europe (at my request it  
was not released in Spain) with 
Gold  and Platinum Records in 
every country where it was 
released has meant that I keep 
receiving offers, although I 
stopped working on music to 
continue with my facet as an 
actor. 
What do you think has been 
your greatest achievement?  
Without a doubt, my friends. I am 
so proud! I admire them, I respect 
them and I am very thankful to 
know that I can count on them. 

 
The fact that you haven’t heard 
much about him lately does not 
mean that he is not working. Quite 
the contrary. The Madrid native has 
been planting seeds on the 
international screen, and now he is 
harvesting successes. After his role 
in Capadocia (HBO series), he has 
just filmed the latest movie by Klaus 
Menzel, What about love. A 
romantic drama on which this pretty 
boy and José Coronado put the 
stamp made in Spain. 
 
You are experiencing a great 
moment, what did you gain after 
crossing the ocean?  
There is a lot to learn and a great 
desire to keep learning. Not only in 
the professional side but also in life 
itself. The more time you spend 
away from home, the more your 
mind is open and the more 

 

BEING AN ACTOR IS... “A privilege. Since it is a 
profession that is very much a calling, every day you feel 
fulfilled and in touch with yourself. A role that you dream of 
acting? Cyrano de Bergerac. I love it!” 
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Miguel Á. Muñoz 
A (firm) step forward 

THE ACTOR NATIVE TO MADRID CROSSES THE OCEAN 

      

       
 

 

 


